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Within the Microsoft Research (MSR) the Connections group led by Dr. Tony Hey is concerned with data-
intensive science as described for example in The Fourth Paradigm.  This leads us to work 
collaboratively with groups outside Microsoft, building tools, technologies and solutions that address 
both scale and adoptability problems in information management. One might say: Technology has got us 
into a situation; enabled us to deluge ourselves in data. Now we need a technological ‘second wind’ to 
make sense of it.  

Within MSR Connections our “Earth, Energy, Environment” team – working closely with the 
Computational Ecology group at MSR Cambridge – is concerned in particular with data deluge challenges 
in both geosciences and in the translation of research to the forum of public policy and public interest. 
Our collaborative partnerships extend to people and groups within academia, private industry and 
government agencies. Example projects, past and present, include: 

 SciScope: A one-stop-shopping portal into USGS, EPA and NWS hydrological data archives. 
 Layerscape: A set of research tools powered by Worldwide Telescope for visualization and story-

telling around datasets, possible large, complex, time-series, geospatial, and/or abstract: 
http://layerscape.org. 

 DataUp: Publication of data commensurate with NSF cyber-infrastructure initiatives (e.g. 
DataONE and project Data Management Plans); towards making data a first-class citizen in 
research. http://datapub.cdlib.org  

 FetchClimate: The MSR Cambridge tool and cloud service for importing climate parameters 
across spatial regions and time spans from a carefully assembled and curated set of data 
sources: http://fetchclimate.cloudapp.net/  

I currently work on multiple oceanographic projects including first, with MBARI: The problem of 
visualization synthesis of empirical (in situ/lab/remote sensing) data from coastal marine AUV-oriented 
campaigns (e.g. CANON) aimed at detecting and characterizing marine microbial population dynamics. 
Second, with collaborators at SkIO, WHRC, ODU and the Max Planck Institute: Global carbon cycle 
forensics, specifically from multi-spectral characterization of Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) in rivers 
and oceans.  

Our concerns in GIS are focused around adoption: The pathway that data follows from sensor (say) to 
screen to paper to archive is built from individual step-wise solutions that often present a formidable 
barrier to adoption and no clear picture of benefit to the Researcher. As a tactical example: Researcher 
A wishes to see all data provided by Researchers B, C, … Z in a common geospatial framework that 
transparently eliminates unimportant differences (e.g. date format) without losing important attributes 
such as confidence estimates and data drop-outs. This sort of challenge leads to both “How to 
proceed?” and “Why proceed?”,  what we see as important coupled problems.  


